You saw this sign’s bigger cousin outside by the roadway. This is much smaller and is shaped as something people wear. Do you see this fashionable piece?

To find this sign... ...you will need to go back inside!

Use the selfie machine to take a photo of yourself & send it to your friends!

Where’s the Word?

F NY O Z Y V L O E R M Z A X
G O O D G T E D O Y A F K W E Q
O Q B E C A J F U Z Z W L F Z
Y C O Y Y J K K M O Y V F R K
T Z O E R O N E S G S Q K E H B
Y S H J V H A B A S G R D B
B O U L U O L A M A P A A G D
M R J D C I M A N U H A G E D
H T C I J P R W J Q E Y C A H W
F B S H G T Q K G O N I R N
A M S Y B N S D D M C C D V
W P L K Z B Y P N N R L I X R

BONEYARD
GOOGIE
LA CONCHA
NEON
SAHARA
STARDUST

Can you find a nugget of silver or gold in the Boneyard?

Use this sheet for clues and see what you can find.

STAY SAFE!

Don’t Cross The Stanchions!

These blue tiles on the shell shaped La Concha Visitor’s Center are inspired by the swimming pool at the La Concha Motel.

Thank you for visiting us!

The Neon Museum
Las Vegas
Can you spot the skyline?

I once sat outside Anita’s Beauty Shop. I’m the one with the big hair.

The “Happy Shirt” is an animated sign. He is so happy to be dean that he waves his arms up and down.

We are purple figures that enjoy fun and games, do you see us hiding behind the Desert Inn, or near the Stardust?

The Stardust once boasted the world’s tallest sign at 188 feet. It had an elevator inside one of the legs!

All Smiles:
This happy girl is the only sign at the Neon Museum not from Nevada.

Skeleton neon refers to neon tubes that do not have channels around them. The camels on this sign are a good example of skeleton neon.

This “R” from the Sahara Hotel features metal channeling around the neon tubes to help focus the light.